
2019.04.25 - Thursday
Turn in these clues at the the Scavenger Hunt Desk at Chanticleer between 3p - 6p on Thursday.  

CLUE LOCATION ANSWER TICKETS
On the ride from Lafayette to Scott, shortly after you cross the railroad tracks and pass the popular 
stop, Uncle T's Oyster Bar, you'll notice a red brick building located on the corner of St. Mary and 
Delhomme Ave.  Now a private residence, this building was formerly a place of business.  
Established in 1910, it was one of the first of its kind in the state of Louisiana.  The historic building 
still has the original doorframes and windows, and you may notice some of the original security 
features if you look closely.  What former business was once located here?

Scott 1

Us Cajuns love our food, which is why Nunu's is the perfect place for our first SAG stop of the day.  
Feel free to check out their plate lunches and boudin.  There's plenty of great places in Scott, LA to 
manger:  Fezzo's, Coffee Depot, and Cajan's to name a few.   What is the name of the base for most 
of the regional dishes of South Louisiana, and what three ingredients are used?

Scott 1

The city of Scott, LA is known as the "Boudin Capital of the World".  No other city in Louisiana 
produces more boudin links or has more boudin shops per capita.  The 3 "Kings of Boudin" are 
located within a square mile of each other, a small detour off of your riding path:  Billy's Boudin & 
Cracklins, Don's Specialty Meats, & Best Stop.  What is the word for the communal tradition of 
slaughtering and processing a pig when boudin is often made?  ***Bonus:  What tv celebrity visited 
Louisiana in 2011 and filmed this process? 

Scott 1

Come inside Pogie's and wet you're whistle, but while you're here take a look around and tell us 
what the 5 large signs/symbols on the wall represent.

Carencro, 
Pogie's Pour 

House
1

This instrument was not originally designed to make music but to aid in household chores.  What is 
its Cajun French name?  ***Bonus:  Find the large version of this instrument in Sunset and take a 
pic with it.

Sunset 1

Chanticleer was the last legally operating cockfighting pit in the US.  What year did Louisiana outlaw 
cockfighting?

Sunset 1
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